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Abstract—Molecular communication (MC) is an emerging field
where the transmission of information occurs using particles (i.e.,
molecules, pheromones) instead of electromagnetic (EM) waves.
This change in propagation medium opens up new possibilities
for MC in areas where EM is inefficient or impossible such as un-
derwater and underground communications. This study reports
transmission experiments conducted to analyze the propagation
behaviour in a closed boundary. It is shown that the behaviour
can be explained by using the advection-diffusion equation (ADE)
where the diffusion parameter of the equation plays a pivotal role
in the process of the propagation. The signal properties of the
transmission are analyzed and modelled theoretically and it is
shown that the communication exhibits complex behaviour for
signal amplitude, signal energy and signal-to-noise ratio with
respect to transmission distance.

Index Terms—Macro-scale molecular communication, Closed
Boundary, Mass Spectrometer.

I. INTRODUCTION

FROM the mid 19th century, the transmission of informa-
tion has been dominated by the use of electromagnetic

(EM) waves and current technologies such as the internet
and mobile communications rely solely on EM propagation.
Although EM based systems are established and well un-
derstood, there are areas where this type of communication
is not suitable or possible. These include areas where the
environment poses a challenge to signal propagation (i.e.
underground [1], underwater [2], infastructure monitoring [3]
etc.). In these scenarios, alternative types of communication
would prove useful. Molecular communication (MC) is such
an alternative where the information is propagated by particles
(molecules) instead of EM waves [4]. It is also shown that
MC has an advantage over EM communication in complex
environments where multiple obstacles are present, where
higher attenuation was observed in EM compared to MC [5].

The use of molecular communication can be seen on a wide
scale in the animal and plant kingdoms. At smaller scales
it can be seen in cell-to-cell communication such as cell
signalling where cells communicate with their environment
and respond temporally to external cues that they sense [6]–
[9]. On larger scales it can be observed in animals, conveying
information using complex molecules such as pheromones
[10]–[12]. Moths are the usually cited example of this type
of communication, as they utilize their antennas to detect
pheromones over long distances. Previously given examples

show that molecular communications can be utilized in large
scales (cm - m) as well as small scales (nm - µm).

This change in how communication is achieved opens up
new possibilities of usage. As mentioned, application areas
include underground or underwater communications, such as
mines [1] or underwater sensor networks [2] where the envi-
ronment causes high attenuation and absorption of the signal
[5], [13], [14]. Understanding of MC could find biomimetic
applications such as the development of pheromone type
communication used between robots [15]–[19].

In MC signal modulation, different parameters to EM com-
munications are used and these may be classified into three
major groups. The first group is where modulation is achieved
by changing the molecular concentration values and assigning
the concentrations to different symbols. Examples that utilize
this property are On-Off Keying (OOK) and Concentration
Shift Keying (CSK) [20]–[22]. The second group is the
time of release where the symbols are defined by the time
they are sent by the transmitter or received by the receiver.
These include Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) and Pulse
Position Modulation (PPM) [23]–[25]. The third group is the
particle type, where the type of the particle is used to define
the symbol. These include isomer-based modulation methods
such as Isomer Molecular Shift Keying (I-MoSK) or Isomer-
Molecular Shift Keying (I-CSK) [20], [21], [26].

Based on these three methods a number of molecular
modulation schemes have been experimentally studied. In
[27] a proof-of-concept application was demonstrated by
transmitting chemicals using OOK with a MQ3 sensor. By
utilizing an Arduino based transmitter, droplets of chemicals
can be transmitted and received over distances of up to 4m.
However, such transmission relies on discrete pulsation of
chemicals. An alternative to this method is the utilization of
constant flow to be the carrier and send the chemicals via
this carrier. Such a system was experimented in [28] where a
mass spectrometer (MS) was used as a detector to study both
OOK and CSK. However, molecular communication can also
be realized by using organic elements. One such experimental
study is [29] where the modulator of the chemicals are the
bacteria Escherichia coli.

The way transmission is achieved in macro-molecular com-
munications, can be grouped into two methods: diffusion
[31]–[38] (passive) and advection [39]–[43] (active). There
are advantages and disadvatages of using each. Relying on
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Fig. 1. Upper image: Experimental setup. Lower image: The diagram of the closed boundary experimental setup: (1) (N2) gas is used as the carrier flow (Q)
and is transferred into the MFC that control both the carrier flow (blue line) (Q) and the signal flow (yellow line) (q) (2) Modulation information is generated
using a computer software (3) generated modulation is transmitted into an automation platform where it sends the modulation to the MFC’s to create pulses
(4) MFC for the carrier flow (5) MFC for the signal flow (6) Evaporation Chamber (EC) where the signal chemical is injected (7) Mixing chamber where
the signal chemicals arrive and initiate the transmission from the transmitter to the detector (8) Semipermeable membrane present in the inlet of the mass
spectrometer (9) the inlet of the mass spectrometer (10) electronics control unit (ECU) which controls the mass analyser (11) Data acquisition and analysis
[30].

diffusion alone makes the transmission energy independent
[4], however this makes the propagation random since the
chemicals movement can be in any direction [44]. However
propagation via diffusion can also be used in areas which can
be a better method over EM which was studied in [5].

Using an advective flow forces the particles to move in the
direction of the velocity vector but requires the communica-
tion to rely on external energy. Over distances of cm - m,
relying on diffusion alone is not enough, making advection
a necessity for macro-scale communications [30] which this
study investigates as the main propagation method

In all previous studies, the propagation medium is chosen

to be open space where the medium between the transmitter
and the receiver has no boundary. While open transmission
requires minimal environmental isolation, the transmission
distance that can be achieved is limited, as shown in [45].
Closed boundary transmission opens up longer range of com-
munication and the messenger chemical be protected from
outside interferences and can be observed in natural processes
such as delivery of particles in a blood stream or propagation
of minerals from roots to leafs in plants (i.e., vascular system)
[46]. A study conducted in [28] showed an experimental
transmission of closed-boundary experiment. However, the
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Fig. 2. Upper image: Evaporation Chamber. Lower image: The working
diagram of the odour gas generator [47] (1) Carrier gas (Q) introduction into
the mixing chamber (2) Mixing chamber (3) Evaporation chamber (Figure
3) (4) Transmitted chemicals that are released from the chamber. (5) A
modulation sequence that is used to create gas pulses [30].

analysis of the study was more emphasized on the experi-
mental compared to the mathematics of the propagation.

The contributions of the paper are as follows
• Closed Boundary Experiment: MC is a novel re-

search topic with experimental work recently gaining
momentum. This experimental test-bed provides an un-
derstanding into the behaviour of MC propagation inside
a bounded domain. The knowledge gained from this
experiment can be transferred into applications where
MC propagation is done in closed environments. These
include infrastructure monitoring where sensors can com-
municate through pipes. Closed boundary behaviour can
also be used to study drug delivery in circulatory systems
or molecular communication through established infras-
tructures (i.e., pipes)

• Mathematical Modelling: This paper provides a math-
ematical modelling that explains the behaviour of the
propagation in a closed boundary.

• Signal Characteristics: The signal strength, signal en-
ergy and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are analyzed for
each distance and compared to the developed theoretical
model which is also presented in this paper.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Following this
introduction (Section I), Section II describes the experimental
test-bed used in this study. Section III considers the theoretical
aspects of transmission of information by MC in a bounded
medium. In Section IV, the experimental results are shown
alongside the theoretical models developed in Section III
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(3)
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Fig. 3. Upper image: Evaporation Chamber. Lower image: Diagram of the
evaporation chamber: (1) Inlet of the N2 gas to the evaporation chamber (2)
Sample introduction (3) thermo-resistant septum that lets multiple introduction
of a sample introduction(4) An absorptive material that holds the sample (5)
N2 from the inlet carries the evaporated chemicals from the chamber (6) The
cumulated gas it transferred into the mixing chamber via a 0.25 inch Teflon
tube [30].

and compared for transmitted signal, signal amplitude, signal
energy, signal-to-noise ratio respectively with addition com-
parisons for different transmission medium radii. In Section V,
conclusions of the study are discussed with suggested future-
work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To analyze closed boundary transmission and its effect on
the propagation and signal delay, an experimental setup was
created. To generate and to transmit the particles, an odor
transmitter was developed [28], [30], [47]–[49]. To detect the
sent particles and distinguish them, a membrane inlet mass
spectrometer with a quadrupole mass analyzes (QMA) was
used. Mass spectrometers are analytical instruments capable
of distinguishing molecules in a given sample by analyzing
the mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) [50]. A detailed diagram of
the experimental setup can be seen in Figure 1.

A. Transmitter
The transmitter used in this experiment is an in-house built

odor generator consisting of three major parts. The first part
is made up from mass flow controllers (MFC) that based on
the message, closes and opens the valves that control N2

flow. This gas is then transferred into the second part of
the transmitter, the evaporation chamber (EC). In here liquid
analytes are introduced through a side injection port which is
sealed off with a thermo-resistant septum. Here the injected
chemicals are turned into the gas phase, due to being volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), and with the aid of the N2 flow
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the quadrupole mass analyzer used in the
detection and identification of chemical analytes. (1) Samples are introduced
into the QMA via the membrane inlet. The chemical analytes are ionized in
the ion source and passed through a focus lens into the quadrupole analyser.
(2) The analyzer is made up from four hyperbolic rods with applied RF and
DC potentials. (5) Ions are separated based on their mass-to-charge values.
Ions with stable trajectories, such as (4) will travel through the QMA and
will arrive at the detector (6), whereas ions with unstable trajectories (non-
resonant ions), i.e. (3) will collide with the electrodes and will be filtered
out from the detection. Detected ions are amplified and presented visually as
mass chromatogram shown in (7).

are carried from the evaporation chamber and into the mixing
chamber. Here the chemicals are mixed, and with the presence
of the carrier flow, are finally propelled from the transmitter
to the transmission medium and into the detector. A detailed
working diagram of both the transmitter and the evaporation
chamber can be seen in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.

B. Detector
A portable membrane inlet mass spectrometer (MIMS),

provided by Q technologies Ltd. was used as the detector
for the experiments. The applications and the practice of the
detector are described in literature in detail. [49], [51]–[55].
A MIMS consists of three primary parts: (a) the membrane
sampling probe that allows the sample to pass from the outside
environment and into the MS, (b) triple filter quadrupole
mass spectrometer (QMS) which in itself consists of three
parts: (b-1) electron ion source (EI), (b-2) mass analyzer
and (b-3) detector and finally the last part of the detector
is the (c) vacuum system. One of the defining features of
the detector is the presence of the membrane, which greatly
simplifies the introduction of the sample to the detector [56].
The membrane present in the detector is a fine non-sterile flat
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with a thickness of 0.12 mm
and a sampling area of 0.32 mm2 [49]. A diagram of a QMA
can be seen in Figure 4.

C. Chemicals
In the following experiments two types of chemicals were

used. To carry the chemicals from the evaporation chamber
(EC) into the mixing chamber, and to create the necessary
advective flow, zero-grade nitrogen gas (% 99.998 purity) was
used. The signal chemical responsible for being the signal was

chosen to be acetone (% 99.8 purity, CAS Number: 67-64-1),
and methanol (over % 99.9 purity) was used as the dilution
agent. N2, supplied by BOC Ltd. was stored in gas phase and
both methanol and acetone, supplied by Sigma-Aldrich were
stored in liquid phase.

D. Transmission Medium

To study the effects of molecular communication transmis-
sion in a confined boundary, clear acrylic pipes were utilized.
These pipes have an inner diameter of �in = 19.80 mm and
an outer diameter of �out = 24.25 mm which these values can
also be seen in Table II. The length (L) of these pipes ranges
from 50 cm to 300 cm with 50 cm increments.

III. TRANSMISSION OF MOLECULES IN A CONFINED
MEDIUM

A. Advection-Diffusion Equation (ADE)

A communication that utilizes particles (i.e., molecules) as
a means of transmission/propagation can be described using
the continuity equation given below [57].

@c

@t
+r · J = K, (1)

where the time derivative (@c/@t) represents the accumulation
or the loss of the mass present in the environment and the
divergence term (r · J) defines the difference between the
flow going in and out of the environment. The flux present in
the medium is made up from two types of sources. The former
is the diffusive flux (JD) caused by particle diffusion:

JD = �Dmrc, (2)

whereas the latter is the flux (JA) caused by the advective
flow (u).

JA = u .̧ (3)

By combining the fluxes described in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) and
substituting this term to Eq. (1) the the general expression of
the Advective-Diffusion Equation (ADE) can be derived [58]:

@c

@t
= �r · (JA + JD) +K, (4a)

@c

@t
= Dmr

2c�r · (uc) +K, (4b)

where c is the concentration in a given space and time
(kg/m3), Dm is the coefficient of diffusion (m2/s), t is
the transmission time (s), u is the advective flow (m/s) and
K is the sink and/or the source. Based on this expression
given in Eq. (4b), the solution can be found by giving the
equation initial conditions. The prototypical solution for this
problem is the instantaneous injection of a mass (M ) into the
environment. This is also known as the “thin-film” solution in
the literature [59]. The initial conditions for the ADE are as
follows:
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Fig. 5. A descriptive diagram of the model used in the study. At the initial stage of the experiment (t = 0 s) a mass is injected into the environment. This
is represented as a Dirac delta function �(x). Once the mass is injected, to simulate the effect of physical boundary of the environment (A(0)), additional
gas pulses are generated in the y-coordinates with positive sides being y = 2L, y = 4R, ..., y = 2aR (A(1,2,..,1)) and negative sides being y = �2R,
y = �4R, ..., y = �2nR (A(�1,�2,..,�1)). This is also carried out in the z-coordinates with the parameter a. As transmission evolves the gas pulses
transcends the boundary of the propagation medium, at which point the mirror pulses are added to the actual transmission to create the effect of the boundary.

c(|x| > 0, |y| > 0, |z| > 0, t = 0) = 0, (5a)
c(x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, t = 0) = M �(x) �(y) �(z), (5b)
c(|x| ! 1, |y| ! 1, |z| ! 1, t) = 0. (5c)

where �(·) denotes the dirac delta function. Based on this
initial conditions, the solution for 3D space can be derived
as follows:

c(x, y, z, t) =
Mp

(4⇡t)3DxDyDz

⇥ exp

✓
�
(x� uxt)2

4Dxt
�

(y � uyt)2

4Dyt
�

(z � uzt)2

4Dzt

◆
, (6)

where (Dx, Dy, Dz) are diffusion coefficients of their respec-
tive dimensions (m2/s) and (ux, uy, uz) are the advective
flow in x, y and z dimensions respectively (m/s). The fol-
lowing subsection will focus on deriving the radial-ADE.

B. The Radial-Advective-Diffusion Equation
Eq. (6) represents the concentration function in 3D Carte-

sian space and to describe the cylindrical geometry of the
transmission medium, the equation is converted to cylindrical
coordinates with the following transformations:

x = r cos ✓ y = r sin ✓ z = z, (7a)
Dx = Dy = Dr Dz = DL, (7b)
ux = uy = ur uz = uz. (7c)

Following these conversion process, Eq. (6) can be written
in its cylindrical form:

c(r, ✓, z, t) =
Mp

(4⇡D2
rDzt)3

exp

 
�

(r cos ✓ � urt)2

4Drt

�
(r sin ✓ � urt)2

4Drt
�

(z � uzt)2

4Dzt

!
. (8)

This equation can be further simplified by using trigono-
metric identities (i.e., r2 = r2 cos2 ✓+ r2 cos2 ✓) and omitting
the radial advective flow ur to the following expression:

c(r, z, t) =
Mp

(4⇡D2
rDzt)3

exp

 
�

r2

4Drt
�

(z � uzt)2

4Dzt

!
. (9)

1) Boundary Conditions: To create a boundary condition
for this function, method of mirror images is used. This is
a mathematical tool for solving PDE’s by adding the mirror
image of the function with respect to the symmetry hyperplane.

For example to have a boundary at x = x0 in 1D, the same
function is added at x = 2x0. This ensures that the change of
concentration at the defined boundary x0 equal to zero (i.e.,
zero flux at the radial boundary of the pipe). However, as the
transmission evolves, more images are needed to maintain the
accuracy of the function. Therefore, continuing the example,
mirror images are added at distances x = 4x0, x = 6x0 , ... .
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In the environment used in this study, there is only the radial
no-flux boundary at R, where R is the radius of the boundary
(m). If the transmission of particles are assumed to be in z-
direction, the boundary condition can be expressed as:

@c

@r

����
r=R

= 0. (10)

2) Absorption/Desorption Process: Based on the boundary
condition described in Eq. (10), the mirror functions can be
implemented to the concentration function in 3D which is
given as:

c(r, z, t) =
Mp

(4⇡t)3D2
rDz

1X

n=0

exp

 
�

(r � 2nR)2

4Drt
�

(z � uzt)2

4Dzt

!
(11)

where n is the number of mirror functions. As can be seen in
the equation above, the function is independent from ✓ as it
possesses angular symmetry. By integrating the concentration
function with respect to the cylindrical volume element the
particles that are present in the environment, (✓E) can be
calculated.

✓E =

ZZZ

V

c dz r dr d✓ (12)

As the system has no sink/source (K = 0), the chemicals
that are used in the transmission can either be in the envi-
ronment (✓E) or have been absorbed by the detector (✓A).
Therefore, both the aforementioned mass values must add
upto the initial introduction of mass in the beginning of the
transmission.

M = ✓E + ✓A (13)

The mass absorbed by the detector (✓A), can be calculated
by substracting from the inital mass (M ) [30], [45].

✓A(r, ✓, z, t) = M � ✓E(r, ✓, z, t) (14a)
✓A(r, ✓, z, t) = M

�

Z 2⇡

0

Z R

0

Z L

0
c(r, ✓, z, t) dz r dr d✓

(14b)

where L is the distance between the transmitter and the
detector (m). The solution to this equation, which expresses
the absorbed particles by the detector, can be expressed as:

Fig. 6. Experimentally measured chemical detection with comparison to
empirical fitting (R2 = 0.9891).

✓A(R, L, t) = M �
M

i
p
4DT t

⇥


erf
✓

uzt
p
4DLt

◆
+ erf

✓
L� uzt
p
4DLt

◆�

1X

n=0

exp

✓
�n2 R2

DT t

◆(
i
p

DT t


1� exp

✓
(4n� 1)

R2

4DT t

◆�

+ nR
p
⇡ exp

✓
n2 R2

DT t

◆

⇥

"
erfi

✓
n

iR
p
DT t

◆
� erfi

✓
(2n� 1)

2

iR
p
DT t

◆#)
(15)

where i is the imaginary unit with the identity i2 = �1
and erfi (·) is the imaginary error function with the following
identity.

erfi (x) = �i erf (ix) =
2
p
⇡

Z x

0
et

2

dt (16)

Once the chemicals are absorbed by the detector, the re-
moval process can be initiated. To begin the calculation of
the desorption process the particles that have been absorbed
needs to be quantified. To achieve this, the travel time of the
signal has to be taken into account. As the chemical travels
long distances, the response time is also delayed considerably
and therefore the removal of particles from the detector to the
outside environment is also delayed by the same amount of
time. Therefore the particles that are absorbed by the detector
the instant flush takes effect (MR) can be calculated as:

MR = ✓A (R, L, TS + temp)� ✓A (R, L, temp) (17)

where the TS is the symbol period (s) and temp is the
empirically measured time for the detection of chemical with
respect to distance. The emprical fitting of this equation is
given below and the fitting process can be seen in Figure 6.
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temp (L) = p1L+ p2 (18a)
p1 = 27.6 p2 = 16.51 (18b)

where p1 and p2 are the fitting parameters to the empirical
fitting function. This parameter would change depending on
the chemical that is used for sending information and in
this study the function is based on Acetone being the signal
chemical. Based on these preliminary definitions, the removal
of particles from the detector to the outside environment can
be defined as the following function [30]

✓D(R, LM , t) =
MR

i
p
4DT t

⇥


erf
✓

vzt
p
4DLt

◆
+ erf

✓
LM � vzt
p
4DLt

◆�

1X

n=0

exp

✓
�n2 R2

DT t

◆(
i
p
DT t


1� exp

✓
(4n� 1)

R2

4DT t

◆�

+ nR
p
⇡ exp

✓
n2 R2

DT t

◆

⇥

"
erfi

✓
n

iR
p
DT t

◆
� erfi

✓
(2n� 1)

2

iR
p
DT t

◆#)
(19)

where LM is the distance between the membrane and the de-
tector (m). It must be noted that unlike the absorption process,
where chemicals travel long distance to reach the detector, in
the desorption process the chemical propagation begins from
the detector membrane and end at the outside environment
(L � LM ). A detailed description of introduction/removal of
particles can be seen in [30], [42] and a diagram of the model
used in the study is presented in Figure 5.

C. Calculation of the coefficient of Diffusivity

To calculate the longitudinal diffusivity coefficient of the
propagation (DL), which plays a pivotal role in this type of
communication transmission, the characteristic properties of
the fluid motion must be established.

In a communication where particles are propagated through
a medium, the main propeller of these particles are the
volumetric flow rate (Q). This is defined as the amount of
volume transported in a given amount of time (m3/s) and
the velocity parameter (u) can be obtained by dividing the
volumetric flow rate by the cross-sectional area of the tube
(A).

u0 =
Q

A
=

Q

4⇡R2
u =

1

2
u0 (20)

After obtaining the velocity parameter, the next character-
istic of a fluid motion to be established is whether the motion
is laminar or turbulent. To calculate this value, the Reynolds
number (Re) is used. The equation for Reynolds number can
be seen below [60].

Re = u
D

⌫
(21)

where, u is the mean velocity of the fluid (m/s), D is the
diameter of the pipe (m) and ⌫ is the kinematic viscosity of
the fluid (m2/s).

1) Entrance Length: Entrance length is defined as the
distance a flow travels after entering a pipe before the flow
becomes fully developed. Since the Reynolds number is low
(Re < 2000) the flow can be considered laminar and the en-
trance length for the system is calculated by the the following
equation.

LE = 0.05DRe (22)

2) Longitudinal Diffusivity: Longitudinal diffusivity is de-
fined as diffusion paralel to the advective vector. As the flow
is laminar (Re < 2000) the longitudinal diffusivity can be
calculated as:

DL = Dm +

✓
u2R2

48Dm

◆
, (23)

where Dm is the molecular diffusion (cm2/s). The derivation
of this equation can be seen in Appendix.

3) Transverse Diffusion: The presence of the membrane
affects the transverse diffusion more profoundly than longi-
tudinal since the main propagator of motion in radial axis
is diffusion rather that advection aided diffusion seen in
longitudinal diffusion. To calculate the coefficient, Einstein’s
equation is used.

lim
t!1

d

dt

NX

i=1

1

6N
{[ri(t)� ri(0)]} (24)

where ri(0) is the initial position coordinate of the gas
molecules and ri(t) is the position coordinate of the gas
molecule after time t.

TABLE I
CALCULATED AND USED PARAMETERS IN THE STUDY

Property Symbol Value Unit

Mean velocity of the fluid u 2⇥ 10�2 m/s

Diameter of the pipe D 2⇥ 10�2 m

Kinematic viscosity of the fluid1 ⌫ 14⇥ 10�6 m2/s

Reynolds Number Re 28 -
Laminar Diffusion DL 0.7679 cm2/s

Transverse Diffusion DT 1⇥ 10�4 cm/s2

Volumetric Flow Rate Q 750 ml/min

Injected Mass M 0.325 ng

1 Normal Temperature and Pressure

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this study the effects of long distance transmission of
molecular communication in a closed boundary is studied.

The parameters used in this experiment can be seen in Table
II.

In this experiment 6 distances were studied, ranging from
0.5 m to 3.0 meter with increments 0.5 m.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 7. Experimental along with theoretical comparison of each experimental transmission (a) 0.5 m (b) 1 m (c) 1.5 m (d) 2 m (e) 2.5 m (f) 3 m

Each experiment starts with 60s of only advective flow (Q)
and follows a 60s of advective flow with signal chemicals
(Q+q). The experiment concludes with 480s of only advective
flow (Q). The lengthy advective flow is to clean the sensors
from the residual chemicals.

Fig. 8. Experimental results along with a Gaussian fit of the measured noise
of the environment

The experiment for each distance was repeated 3 times and
a 50 µl sample was injected into the evaporation chamber to
refresh the signal chemical in the transmitter.

A. Noise
To analyze the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the noise in the

communications is measured.
In a study done in [45], the noise present in the communi-

cation with a membrane inlet mass spectrometry (MIMS) as a
detector was determined to be Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN).

TABLE II
PARAMETER USED IN CLOSED BOUNDARY TRANSMISSION

Property Symbol Value Unit

Tracked Signal Ion m/z 43 Da
Signal Flow q 8 ml/min

Carrier Flow Q 750 ml/min
Carrier Flow Pressure PQ 1 atm

Vacuum Pump Pressure PV 2.4⇥ 10�6 torr
Environment Pressure PE 1 ± 0.003 bar

Environment Temperature TE 297.35 ± 1.5 K
Inner Tube diameter �in 19.80 mm
Outer Tube diameter �out 24.25 mm

Acetone detection delay [49] td 15 s
Diffusivity of acetone in air Dm 0.124 cm2/s

N = (µ,�2) (25)

The measured experimental noise along with a Gaussian
cumulative distribution function (CDF) fitting can be seen in
Figure 8. To quantify the fit, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used
with the following expression [61].

Dn = sup
x

|Fn(x)� F (x)| (26)

where F (x) is the measured data and Fn(x) is the theoretically
fitted model. As can be seen in the Figure the noise in the
system is based on a normal distribution with a Dn value
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of 0.0114. Based on the fitting, the noise parameters of the
communications are:

µ = 1.09⇥ 10�3 �2 = 1.49⇥ 10�7 (27)

B. Transmitted Signal
The experimental results of the closed boundary transmis-

sion can be seen in Figure 9. As can be seen, the signal behaves
in an irregular fashion and with each consecutive increase in
the distance, the signal amplitude decreases and experiences
delay in the arrival. The measured detection delay along with
the empirical fit can be seen in Figure 6. It must be noted
that, the signal retains its shape as the transmission distance
increase, showing the possibility of preserving the shape in
long distance transmission with loss in only in the signal
amplitude.

Fig. 9. Experimental results of closed-boundary transmission in macro-scale
molecular communications

The comparison of each transmitted signal with its theoret-
ical signal counterpart can be seen in Figure 7 and correlation
values (⇢) can be seen in Table III.

TABLE III
CORRELATION VALUES OF THEORETICAL MODEL WITH EXPERIMENTAL

DATA

0.5 m 1 m 1.5 m 2 m 2.5 m 3 m

0.9052 0.9170 0.9448 0.8995 0.7685 0.9006

The correlation value is calculated from the Pearson corre-
lation value and the Equation can be seen below.

⇢E,T =
cov(E, T )

�E�T
(28)

where E is the experimental data and T is the theoretical
data. As can be noted, the theoretically generated signal shows
general agreement with the experimentally obtained results.
Finally the maximum signal amplitude generated from these
transmissions with comparison to the theoretical calculations
can be seen in Figure 10a. As can be seen there is some

difference between the experimental results and the theoretical
model. This difference can be caused by the interactions
between the membrane present in the detector and the signal
chemical.

C. Signal Energy
As a Mass Spectrometer (MS) measures the amount of

particles it detects (M ) by ionizing the samples and generating
a current, the energy of the signal (�) can be expressed as [30],
[45]:

�(Ł, R, t) =

Z +1

�1
|✓(L, R, t)|2dt (29)

where ✓ is the absorbed/desorption process described in Sec-
tion III. In this study the energy of the theoretically generated
signal is calculated using the following equations. First is the
energy generated when the mass is introduced to the system.

�1 (L, R, t) =

Z TS+temp

temp

�����M �
M

i
p
4DT t

⇥


erf
✓

vzt
p
4DLt

◆
+ erf

✓
L� vzt
p
4DLt

◆�

1X

n=0

exp

✓
�n2 R2

DT t

◆(
i
p

DT t


1� exp

✓
(4n� 1)

R2

4DT t

◆�

+ nR
p
⇡ exp

✓
n2 R2

DT t

◆

⇥

"
erfi

✓
n

iR
p
DT t

◆
� erfi

✓
(2n� 1)

2

iR
p
DT t

◆#)�����

2

dt (30)

The second is when the mass is being removed from the
detector.

�0 (LM , R, t) =

Z TF+temp

temp

�����
MR

i
p
4DT t

⇥


erf
✓
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p
4DLt

◆
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✓
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◆
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"
erfi

✓
n

iR
p
DT t

◆
� erfi

✓
(2n� 1)

2

iR
p
DT t

◆#)�����

2

dt (31)

where TF is the duration of the flush.

� (L; LM , R, t) = �1 (L, R, temp : TD + temp)

+ �0(LM , R, temp : TF + temp) (32)

The experimental values obtained from this study along with
theoretical comparisons can be seen in Figure 10b. As can
be seen, the theoretical results of R = 1 cm shows strong
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10. Experimental along with theoretical comparison of (a) Signal Amplitude (⇢ ⇠= 0.79) (b) Signal Energy (⇢ ⇠= 0.99) (c) Signal-to-Noise ratio (⇢ ⇠=
0.99)

agreement with experimental results (⇢ ⇠= 0.99). However, as
can be seen in the Figure, there are deviances between the data
and the theoretical model. This can be caused by the complex
interaction between the membrane and the transmitted signal.
Theoretical comparisons of radii 0.9 cm and 1.1 cm can also be
seen as well. As is it shown, the small differences in the radius
can have a significant impact on the received signal energy.
This is due to velocity parameter being inversely proportional
to the radius of the transmission medium, shown in Eq. (21).

D. Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
To calculate the signal to noise ratio, the following equation

is used.

SNRdB = 10log10


� (L)

N0

�
(33)

where N0 is the energy of the background noise (W ) which
was measured and shown to behave Gaussian in Section IV-
A. The plot of experimental and theoretical comparison as be
seen in Figure 10c. As can be seen from the plot the signal
experiences an decrease in SNR as the transmission distance
increases.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents molecular transmission with radial
boundary conditions, analyzed both experimentally and the-
oretically. To realize the experimental setup, an in-house built
gas generator was used as the transmitter and a membrane inlet
mass spectrometer (MIMS) with a quadrupole mass analyzer
(QMA) was used as the detector. The boundary of the envi-
ronment in the experimental setup was achieved by utilizing
a pipe with an inner diameter of �in = 19.8 mm. To model
the propagation a variation of the mass transport equation,
known in the literature as advection-diffusion equation derived
from the continuity equation, was used. In addition, additional
calculations were made in determining the state of the flow
and estimation the diffusion coefficient in a confined medium,
which was calculated to be laminar. Two types of diffusion
coefficients were used, former being parallel to the advective
flow (i.e., longitudinal diffusion) and latter being tangential
(i.e., transverse diffusion) It was shown that the longitudinal

diffusion parameter plays a pivotal role in the behaviour of
the propagation in a confined medium compared to transverse
diffusion (DL � DT ). This is due to the orientation of the
advective flow with respect to DL over DT .

The experimental results of signal amplitude, signal energy,
empirical detection delay and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was
compared to the theoretical model developed in Section III and
was shown to have strong agreement with the experimental
data. It was also shown that there is a linear relation between
the detection of the signal chemical and the distance it
propagates.

Finally theoretical comparison was made to the behaviour
of the signal propagation with different radius of the bound-
ary, based on the model. The theoretical study of different
radius shows that small changes in the radius parameter has
considerable effect on the signal detection time and the signal
attenuation.

In the future, simultaneous transmission of multiple chem-
icals will be investigated along with the effects of Reynold’s
number on the pipe diameter.

APPENDIX

A. Derivation of Taylor-Aris Dispersion

It is considered that the flow inside a straight cylindrical
pipe is steady, driven by a constant pressure gradient (i.e,
Poiseuille flow). The average velocity over the pipe cross-
section can be given as:

u(r) = 2u

✓
1�

r2

R2

◆
, (34)

where:

u =
1

⇡R2

Z 2⇡

0
d ✓

Z R

0
r u dr. (35)

In these equations u denotes the average quantity of the
velocity flowing through the pipe. If it is assumed that an
axisymmetric distribution of material c(r, z, t) is released into
the flow, the evolution of the propagation is described by the
ADE in cylindrical form.

@c

@t
+ u(r)

@c

@z
= Dm

✓
@2c

@z2
+

1

r

@

@r

✓
r
@c

@r

◆◆
(36)
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Since no particle can leave the system, the boundary condi-
tions are same as Eq. (10). By separating c using Reynold’s
decomposition method,c is separated into its cross-sectional
average and r variable parts.

c(r, z, t) = c(z, t) + c0(r, z, t), (37)

where:

c =
2

R2

Z R

0
rc dr. (38)

since the average of deviation is zero (c0 = 0) the equation
can be written as:

@c

@t
+

@c0

@t
+ u(r)

✓
@c

@z
+

@c0

@z

◆

= Dm

✓
@2c

@z2
+

@2c0

@z2
+

1

r

@

@r

✓
r
@c0

@r

◆◆
(39)

Taking the cross-sectional average of Eq. (39) yields the
following simplification taking into account that @c0/@t = 0
on r = R.

@c

@t
+ u(r)

@c

@z
+ u(r)

@c0

@z
= Dm

@2c

@z2
(40)

The the mean concentration c depends on the average ad-
vection of the r-varying part of c (i.e., c0(r, z, t)), which is
calculated by subtracting Eq. (40) from Eq. (39) reveals the
r-varying component of Eq. (39),

@c0

@t
+ (u(r)� u)

@c

@z
+ u

@c0

@z
� u

@c0

@z
= Dmr

2c0 (41)

Based on this equation, an approximation is made whereby
after a time of in the order t = R2/Dm the radial diffusion
to have almost smoothed out variation in the r-axis. Thus for
t ⇠ O

�
R2/Dm

�
, it is expected for c � c0. In addition, the

gradients in the r-direction are greater than those in the z-
direction. Therefore the primary balance is:

(u(r)� u)
@c

@z
'

Dm

r

@

@r

✓
r
@c0

@r

◆
(42)

Introducing Eq. (34) into (42), the following expression is
derived.

@

@r
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r
@c0

@r

◆
=

u

Dm
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✓
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2r3
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◆
(43)

As shown in the Reynold’s decomposition of c in Eq. (37),
c is independent from r, so Eq. (43) can be integrated twice
over,

c0 =
u

Dm
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✓
r2

4
�

r4

8R2
+A+Blnr

◆
(44)

Since c0 is regular at r = 0 B can be declared the value of 0.
Furthermore, c0 has zero average. This yields:

Z R

0
ru0dr = 0, (45)

This equation give A the value of:

A = �
R2

12
(46)

c0 =
uR2

r

24Dm
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�
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r � 3R4
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�
where Rr =

r

R
(47)

Equation (4) requires the term u(r)@c0/@z, which is

u(r)
@c0

@z
= �

R2u

48Dm

@2c

@z2
(48)

Substituting this result into Eq. (40), ADE for the mean
concentration c(z, t) is derived.
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